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Club Meeting Highlights
July Meeting
Superintendent Marc Arsenault tells us that the
Wednesday work group has put in a side door and end door
along with a loading ramp in the red container. The heavy
work is about 80% complete, leaving painting and the more
permanent electrical work. Electrical work will start after the
Annual Meet. Plans are to move the compressor shed closer
to the unloading turntable. The toilet trailer had some electrical
problems during the Van Brocklin meet. The difficulties were
traced to a damaged ground fault breaker that was replaced in
the entry shed. When shutting down power to the restroom
trailer, use the breaker that is located to the right side of the
lady’s room. And a reminder, please keep the lids to the toilets
closed to help reduce odors in the restrooms. The restrooms
are planned to be pumped out this week. Dick Ball is busy
leveling and re-placing ties on the groundline yard area track
while Bob Newcombe continues work with the engine house
yard. Bob hopes to have this project completed in time for the
Annual Meet. The recent thunderstorm severely bent the
steaming bay tent frames. The tent fabric held up, but the
frame will have to be straightened or replaced. The new tent
at the passenger station withstood the heavy winds. Our entry
road has developed a lot of potholes during the many years of
use. Marc Arsenault wants to order a load of gravel to fill in
the voids. Marc is also making a request for additional help to
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down this year, as expected. We are still expecting the Rolls
Royce club to be at the Antique Car Meet coming up, although
at this point we have not received their deposit check. Dario
Caiazzi has invited a car club to join the meet. Stragglers are
welcome. We have learned that Dario’s wife has suffered a
stroke and all members wish Dario’s wife well. President Jim
is taking deposits for the Annual Dinner that’s coming up very
soon. At this point, the guest speaker is still to be determined.
Facility shut down procedures and emergency phone numbers
will be posted on the club buildings. Jim O’Brien will be
installing a snack vending machine on a trial basis in the
Hilton. All selections will be $.50 ea. A prospective new member has requested information about Rail Systems equipment.
Seems he has asked the right group of people. Our membership has quite a few pieces of this manufacturer’s locomotives,
even serial #1. The reviews are mixed; with later equipment
having better remarks. Many of our members have returned
from the Montreal 75th Annual Meet. It was reported that the
drive takes about 6.5 hours by car. By motorcycle (in the rain),
it might take a little longer. All had a great time dispute the on
and off rain. There were a few snags bringing equipment
across the Canadian boarder, most
of which could have been avoided
if the proper forms had been filled
out before crossing into Canada.
Bob Huston brought in 2 large
boxes of bookends and plastic
magazine holders for members to
take. Jim Abrams showed a massive CNC milled Baker valve gear
shift yoke. Howard Gorin is at it again with another lubricator.
He showed molds for a Detroit model B lubricator in 1.5” scale.
Wonder if this lubricator will generate as much response on
Chaski’s Home Machinist as the Nathan lubricator. We’ll see.

August Meeting

clean up the property in preparation for the Antique Car Meet
and Annual Meet. Primary jobs are trash and brush pick up;
there is a lot of it. There has not been any members coming in
for Saturday workdays. For that matter, there have not been
many people running during the run days. The container
search continues. There have been many leads, but the units
did not meet our requirements. President Jim will continue the
search. The Van Brocklin meet had a smaller than expected
turnout, most likely caused by the poor weather and possibly
by the error of the date. Despite this, the cook tent was just
about sold out of hot dogs and hamburgers. Donations are

The big focus this month is preparations for the
Annual Meet. Superintendent of Maintenance Marc Arsenault
gave us a facilities report. The maintenance shop is 80% complete with the remaining work being outside painting and final
electrical work to be finished in November after the meet season. More work has been done to the restroom trailers with
upgraded lights and vents to the ladies side. On going housekeeping with metal scrap recycling brought in $26.00 for 500
pounds of steel. Dick Ball and Dave Remington are busy on
groundline upkeep in the yard area and outside of the tunnel
doing track leveling. Seems a big cause for the roller coaster
dips are tree roots up heaving the track. Bob Newcombe continues work on with the engine house yard. All will be completed for the Annual Meet by connecting the yard with point and
stub switches. In general, the bulk of the remaining work is
trash pick up, and yard chores, primarily brush pick up in the
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The WLS sponsor for a new member has one of
the most important duties to our organization. Building up
membership is paramount to sustained growth, diversity, and
club stability. The sponsor makes the introduction of their
screened candidate that wishes to become part of the WLS
family. In addition to the prospective new member’s love
for the locomotive hobby (hopefully steam), it’s vital to
introduce their skills and other admirable qualities that will
be brought into WLS.
New members, with the help of their sponsors should
engage actively in the works of the WLS organization in order
to be able to enjoy the use of our extensive facilities. During
the new member’s one-year probation period, the sponsor has
the responsibility of being on-site to be the primary contact
person and to guide and teach. This is essential if the new
member wishes to be an active highline or groundline user.
The sponsor needs to be well experienced in these areas in
order to assure safe operation. Often times, this is going to
involve many firsts for the new member, such as: a hyrdo test,
first firing, the first run around the mainline, facility safety and
shut down procedures. Usually, aged equipment with very
little known history is involved, and the new member having no
idea of the requirements for operations. The sponsor’s role is
far more demanding when a junior member is being introduced
to the club. The responsibilities go far beyond mechanics of
engine operations and facilities maintenance. We need
sponsors to step forward to lead by example.
Good examples in every aspect need to be set on
and off the club facilities. The public, new members and
prospective members are always looking at this. It is refreshing to hear complimentary remarks from visiting live steamers
and the public during our Annual Meet. Along with be told how
wonderful our highline and ground line is, many have said that
WLS is the most hospitable club they have visited during
meets. I guess, along with safety being number one, that
ranks very high. Let’s keep up the image!
Club Meeting Highlights cont. from page 1
cook tent area, and Mary’s Rest Stop. Members that are at the
track for run days are encouraged to bring in their weed wackers to do a little grass trimming before or after engine running.
A ten-minute clean up around their areas as they are waiting
for their engines to steam up or cool down can help immensely. The maintenance shop is requesting donations of hand
and power tools. The immediate need is for an electric drill
and skill saw. Ian Fisher will donate a skill saw. The maintenance shop will be operational and members can use it so
long as they clean up after use and put everything back in the
proper place. The 10” south bend lathe is still in need of a vee
belt and a flat leather drive belt. It also needs a chuck and
backplate with a 2.25”x8 thread. Larry Micol passed around a
sign up sheet for Annual Meet work assignments. President
Jim O’Brien asks members to volunteer their time during the
Annual Meet. Bake goods are requested for sale and they
should be portioned out to be worth .75. Relief helpers are
desperately needed to aid the cook staff and with clean up.
Pam O’Brien and Joan Raiano will again be preparing the
Saturday night meal off site at the Holliston Historic Society’s
kitchen. Our amended articles of organizations that were presented (2 meetings ago) and passed by members present at
the monthly meeting, has been officially passed by 2/3 of the
WLS voting population. This is one of the many requirements
our corporation must follow. They will be filed with the State in
the coming week. Joe Cardelle and Ian Fisher have brought
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in a new batch of soft coal that was donated to the club. Russ
Page gave us an update on the Boston and Maine pedestrian
bridge that he found in his travels. The structure is 91” wide
by 63’ long. Plans are to use this to expand the highline and
groundline to go over a swamp area on the property. Russ will
look further into the cost to move the bridge to the WLS track.
Gravel will be delivered after the Annual Meet. Marc Arsenault
is also the VP of the Charlton RR. Their organization formally
wants to donate their groundline Hudson (which was once
owned by Stan Barclay) to WLS. There is a lot of live steam
history surrounding this engine and the Charlton group thought
that it would be best to make this an unrestricted donation.
WLS accepted this generous offer and will look into various
options for future uses of this piece of equipment. Along these
lines, a 7.25” gauge L’ll gaser switcher is being donated to
WLS as an unrestricted donation by Bruce Hutchins of
Lancaster, NH. This can be used as a maintenance engine or
as a teaching engine for members. Concerns were voiced
about inadequate storage space for the 7 pieces of inoperable
engine equipment belonging to WLS, 4 being groundline.
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At present, there is very limited rack space in the engine house.
Jim O’Brien is still working on obtaining an additional container
and will be looking into the storage problems for engine equipment in the up coming meetings. WLS also voted to purchase
an antique model crossbuck. Apparently this is a rare and much
sought after piece of equipment. Jim Abrams is looking into
more ways to generate revenue at the Annual Meet. Jim
showed some proposed WLS novelty items that he had made
for the members to view. The items are coffee mugs, mouse
pads, key chains, Christmas ornaments, refrigerator magnets,
etc. These can be made in small quantities and we could sell
them at one of the tables during big meets. Some of the items
sold immediately to eager members at the meeting. The consensus was that WLS
coffee mugs would be a
better seller than other
items, and a small order
will be place for the
mugs. There was some
concern that the public
may not want to spend
$10+, for a coffee mug.
We are hoping that many
will see this as a fund
raising event and will want to support WLS by buying a mug.
Joan Raiano even suggested free coffee refills during the
Annual Meet with the purchase of the mug. Jim Abrams also
suggested another fund raising idea of holding a 50/50 raffle
during our Annual Meet. Many members have said that this
worked well at other organizations and Jim is seeking someone
to be in charge of this potentially strong fund raising idea. Carl
Slack has been become our latest full member. He is from New
Hampshire, and sponsored by Don Cornell.

September Meeting
With the Annual Meet behind us, the Superintendent
of Maintenance’s report was not as extensive as usual. Marc
Arsenault reports that more rust removal and painting is being
performed on the maintenance shop. The unit is about 90%
done with the remaining work to bring in more permanent electric lines. Ed Delaney and Dave Remington painted the fuel
locker and Bob Newcombe finished the engine house yard
that was used extensively during the meet. New maintenance
projects that are planned before the snow comes are: moving
the rest room trailer, moving the compressor shed and getting
final electric inspection.
President Jim reported that the Annual Meet was
successful despite the wet Saturday. Jim O’Brien gave a very
big thanks to the many volunteers that stepped forward to offer
assistance. In many instances, people came forward as fill-in
help with very little notice as gate greeters, cook tent help and
parking lot attendants. Although final figures for
revenue are not reported in this month’s Treasurer’s report,
WLS did well with the cook tent, soda machines, book sales
and other WLS items. Our next event on the calendar is the
Neighborhood Meet. Members are requested to prepare for
the meet and have engines available for rides during the
September 27th meet.
An antique crossbuck that was voted to be purchased,
has been picked up and will be worked on. Marc Arsenault,
also VP of the Charlton RR, formally transferred ownership of
the groundline Hudson to WLS as an unrestricted gift. He presented Jim O’Brien with a signed letter from himself and the
President of the Charlton RR authorizing the transfer.
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Our Superintendent of Motive Power, Jay Berry gave
us a report on the groundline Hudson after recently running
and working on the engine with Charlton RR/WLS member,
Donovan Lewis. Howard Gorin suggested that we paint the
name of Stan Barclay on the cab side as a way to honor him,
as in RR tradition. More discussion on this in the future. Jay
also informed the members that new couplers are needed for
the club riding cars. It was suggested that draw bars be used
for the passenger trains, thus avoiding a safety chain and
expense. New couplers will still be required so different
engines can couple to the train. Jay will look into which
couplers to recommend to the club.
Don Cornell and Tony Lemo are in the hospital having
surgery. By the time this newsletter is published, they will be
recovering at home. We wish them the best and a speedy
recovery. There are many Fall meets scheduled in the next
few weeks. Among them are: WLS Neighborhood Meet,
Clark’s steam weekend, Innovations of the Past at the Charles
River Museum of Industry, Pioneer Valley and Adirondacks Fall
meets, and many more.
Joe Cardelle will be organizing getting more coal in
the next couple of weeks. The current batch burns great and
all steamers like it! A big thanks goes out to Howard Williams
for his generous donation of books to the club library. Our
newest Junior Member is Shane Shikichi. He is sponsored by
Bob Huston.
The October business meeting will be at the Hilton,
but remember, the NOVEMBER BUSINESS MEETING is at
the MASONIC LODGE.

Housatonic Flyer by Pat Fahey
On May 16th the Mass Bay RRE ran another successful trip from Canaan to Danbury, CT. Our trip would cover
51 miles of track, making a round trip. The line that we will be
riding on was once owned by the New York & New Haven RR,
and known as their Berkshire Division. Today the line that we
will be riding is now run by the Housatonic Railroad Co. But in
order to ride this train today, you have to get there first.
The Mass Bay RRE organized a charter bus from
Crystal Transportation for the railfans riding the train from the
Boston Area. The bus made pickups at South Station, the
Green Line at Riverside terminal, and Millbury, Mass, at the
park & ride terminal. Waushakum was represented by myself
and Arthur Butler. We were picked up at the Green Line
Riverside station at 6:45 AM. The bus was just about full when
we made our last stop at Millbury. It took just about 2 1⁄2 hours
to get to Canaan, CT, our departure point. At Canaan, our
train was waiting on the east leg of the wye. Our train consisted of equipment of the Berkshire Scenic Railway Museum.
This is the same equipment that we used on last year’s trip
when we rode the north part of the line between Lenox,
Pittsfield, and Canaan, CT. Our train had 2 diesels: HRRCBSRM RS3m 9935 and BSRM SW-8 8619, along with 6
assorted coaches. We had about 240 railfans making the trip.
The train pulled out of the wye and headed south to
make a back up move into the station to load the passengers.
Before we boarded, a short meeting was held with personnel
from the Mass Bay & Berkshire Scenic. We left Canaan about
10 minutes late, passing the Housatonic railroad repair shops
which were on our left, about a half mile from the station. Our
train would pass through the towns of Falls Village, Lime Rock,
West Cornwall, and Kent CT, just to name a few. Our first
photo stop would be in Gaylordsville CT, southbound, at 11:30
AM. We made this photo stop quickly to try to keep us on
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schedule as we headed south towards New Milford, CT and
Berkshire Junction. On the way, lunch was handed out to the
railfans that purchased it as part of the ticket. At Berkshire
Junction, we joined HRRC’s Maybrook line, which was once
New Haven’s main freight route between New England and
the west. It ran from Derby Junction, CT to Champbell Hall,
NY. At this point we were about three miles from the Danbury
Railroad Museum. The Danbury station is very active
because it is the end point of the Metro North commuter. This
branch runs from South Norwalk station on the Shore Line to
Danbury. Our special train would arrive on the Maybrook side
of the station stopping at the White Street grade crossing.
At Danbury we would have an hour to check out the museum,
which was part of our trip ticket. While we were at the
museum, this would give the crew time to change ends with
the passenger train so we could head back to Canaan.
After our museum visit, we were all boarded and
started our trip back to Canaan. We made one more photo
stop at West Cornwall station, which is now a second hand
shop. Also, at West Cornwall is one of only three covered
bridges left in Connecticut.
After that final photo stop we were back aboard and
heading back to Canaan arriving right on time, at 6:00 PM.
Also at Canaan, the Mass Bay had the Canaan Diner opened
up especially for us. This gave the bus riding fans a supper
stop. If you are ever in Canaan, stop at the diner, it will be
worth it.
The track that we were on today is very rare,
because it is freight only. The last time the Mass Bay RRE ran
a trip from Canaan to Danbury was a single Budd RDC trip in
1966 when the line was still owned by the New Haven RR.
Today’s trip was the first excursion south of Canaan on the
Berkshire Line since November 9, 1985. That trip only went to
Cornwall Bridge because that was the end of useable track.
So we gained another 35 miles of track that they could not do
in November 9, 1985.
Well as usual, that was the trip, I hope you did like it.
For more information on other trips check out the Mass Bay
RRE web site: www.massbayrre.org
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1950 - Joy town RR in Topsfield fair ground. Golden spike
being driven in by Congressman William Bates on May 29,
as Lester Friend looks on. Walter Friend is to the left.
photo courtesy of Dick Boucher.

1950 - Lester Friend
shaking hands with
Congressman
William Bates after
the golden spike
was driven in. The
Hudson is below
them and will make
its opening day run
soon.

photo courtesy of
Dick Boucher.

Danbury, CT photo by Arthur Butler

Engine Talk- WLS’s new 60+ y.o. Hudson
The Charlton RR has generously donated their 7.25”
Hudson to WLS as an unrestricted gift. Mark Arsenault, VP of
the CRR made the announcement at the August WLS
business meeting. WLS overwhelmingly approved this. Many
members have seen the engine in operation at last year’s
Annual Meet, engineered by Donovan Lewis. The engine wintered over in our engine house and has been operated a few
times this year during the meets. The engine has a long history of operation and was originally built in the 1940’s and
operated at the Topsfield Fair. Back in the early 1980’s, Stan

1950 - Joy town RR’s first day of operation at the Topsfield
fair ground. Rider waving is “Johnny”, the PHillip Morris
cigarette page boy! He was featured in all of the Phillip Moris
TV commercials of the time. photo courtesy of Dick Boucher.
Barclay owned the Hudson (along with many other engines)
and ran it during the weekends in many of the local town
greens on a portable track with a team of volunteers. The
engineers were all WLS members: Bob Dustin, Pete Petersen,
Kent Larsen and probably a few more. There is a video clip of
this engine running in Newton, MA back in 1985 on youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6EqqumRN9M
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Our Superintendent of Motive Power, Jay Berry has
run and worked on the engine with Donovan Lewis and made
a preliminary evaluation. The engine was extensively steam
cleaned, new packing was installed where needed and the old
name on the tender was removed. The only feed water
method is a single duplex pump, which is working at the
moment. The backup pump is not functioning. The locomotive
brakes need some work and problem has been isolated to the
brake valve mechanism.
This is a wonderful addition to WLS’s motive power
and we’ll all look forward to seeing it fully operational on our
groundline in the near future. Members with machining skills,
engine parts and maintenance skills should contact Jay to offer
assistance or materials (a large injector or two are needed).
This is a big undertaking and is the kind of project that will
require a team effort.

1985 - Bob Dustin is the engineer in Newton, MA fair when the
Hudson was owned by Stan Barclay. Free rides given to hundreds of people in well publicized events....what liability?
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The Antique Car Meet
The Antique Car Meet was held on a perfect sunny
day, unlike our previous meets with lots of rain. A miscommunication in scheduling did not bring the anticipated Rolls
Royce auto club this year. It was just as well because the
huge amount of rain would have made our parking lot very
soggy for the heavy low riding cars. We’ll look forward to
seeing them next year. Thru Dario Caiazzi’s efforts, the Mass
Miata club came to WLS this year. The club is made up of
enthusiast that ride and work on the Madza Miata vehicle.
About 25 colorful cars were shown. The club has shows several times a month during the warmer season. The members
have never seen an operation like WLS, and probably never
expected that they’d have so much fun riding our locomotives.
We had a great showing of engines and clearly steam power
was in the majority. Running on the highline were Pat, Jed
and Larry Simoneau’s VanBrocklin #37 back in Mass. from
Hawaii. The groundline had 8 coal burners, 3 gasoline and 4
electrics; not a bad showing of engines.
The passenger hauling efforts were handled by Bill
Gagne’s Rock Island (gasoline), Chris Colby’s B&M Mountain
(coal), and Marc Arsenault engineering their Charlton RS diesel
model. There was a reported incident on the groundline where
a passenger leaned out too far to the side of the riding car and
fell out as he was knocked off by an oncoming tree. Also, a
stuck electrical on/off switch made a groundline engine unable
to stop coming through the yard area. Fortunately, it was stuck
at the low speed setting. Enough help was readily available to
stop the engine, derail it, and remove the battery terminal. So,
it’s a good practice to check out all your equipment every time
before heading out to the mainline. Mechanical failures are a
possibility in our hobby, but with the introduction of wireless
remote control recently on some equipment on our groundline,
another dimension of possible equipment failure may have
been added.

2009 - The Hudson at WLS with Donovan Lewis at the
throttle.

Will Simoneau getting ready to steam up Van Brocklin #37.
The engine just came back to Mass. from Hawaii.
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TrainFestival 2009 by Paolo Roffo
From July 23rd to 26th, 2009, the Steam Railroading
Institute of Owosso, Michigan, held a major fund raising event
to finance the FRA-mandated boiler overhaul of its Pere
Marquette 2-8-4 #1225. The event, dubbed TrainFestival
2009, drew seven visiting steam locomotives and almost
40,000 visitors, with all 50 states reportedly represented.
Aside from SRI’s own engine, visitors would include Nickel
Plate Road 2-8-4 #765 up from Fort Wayne, 0-4-0T #1 and
4-6-2 #110 from the nearby Little River Railroad, and privatelyowned 0-4-0Ts Viscose Company #6 and Flagg Coal #75.
The most unique engine at the event was the recently
constructed 4-4-0 Leviathan. Later it was announced that
Southern Pacific’s magnificent 4-8-4 #4449 would come to
Owosso, operating as an Amtrak special from the West Coast,
and would pull an all-day trip on Friday. Ticket sales were
so strong that event organizers added another 4449 trip
on Thursday.
Charlie Reynolds and I began our trip to TrainFestival
on Monday, July 20th, when we boarded Amtrak’s Lake Shore
Limited. The following day, after a change in Chicago to the
Blue Water, we arrived in East Lansing. With a full day free
before TrainFestival opened, we visited the Huckleberry
Railroad near Flint, to ride and photograph its D&RGW
2-8-2 #464.
TrainFestival began on a rainy Thursday morning
when SP 4449 backed onto her train outside the front gate of
the festival. Despite the at-times-heavy rain, train chasers
(and the State Police) were out in force following the train.
One guy even followed the train in a paraglider! By the time
the train arrived at Alma to turn on the wye and let passengers
off for lunch, skies had cleared. A triple runby performed at
the city park in nearby Ithaca was rain-free. Friday featured
much better weather for SP 4449’s second trip to Alma, which
I followed with film, digital, and video cameras rolling.
The weekend would see two more trips to Alma. PM
1225 was scheduled to pull Saturday’s trip, but she blew several boiler tubes, forcing NKP 765 to step in and pull both
Saturday’s and Sunday’s trips, with a photo stop in Ithaca both
days. I would again chase on Saturday, and Charlie and I
rode on Sunday. Short trips ran on the hour throughout the
event with Little River #110 on one end and a diesel on the
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other, with the smaller engines rolling around the yard.
On Monday morning, with life in Owosso returned
to normal, Charlie and I ventured to the countryside north
of Grand Rapids to visit Russ Eldred’s live steam track.
Russ’ railroad has to be seen to be believed – he has close
to 8,000 feet of track on 120 acres. Riding the entire railroad took close to two hours. After bidding farewell to Russ
and thanking him for his hospitality, we returned our rental
car (almost 1,200 miles in six days!) and packed up. The
following morning we retraced our steps to Chicago, then
took the scenic route home, riding the Capitol Limited
through my old stomping grounds on Sand Patch grade
and on to Washington, DC. The last leg of the trip took us
home from Washington via the Northeast Corridor, exhausted but happy.
For more great color photos, check out Paolo’s
picasa web posting:
http://picasaweb.google.com/paolo.roffo/TrainFestival2009?
authkey=Gv1sRgCLOR_MSU0Jyo1QE#

photo by Paolo

Roffo

photo by Paolo

Roffo
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New Steamers at the track

Ian Fisher on the first successful run of his 1.5" scale American.
The castings are from Allen, LE and other sources. The boiler
is steel with copper flues and it has Stephenson reverse gear.
The partially machined chassis was listed on Discover Live
Steam. It's a very robust steamer. (top left)
Don Cornell’s first run with MUMMAMAE, an 0-4-2T 3.5” scale
plantation engine. Don’s build time was over 4 years. The
boiler has a welded steel shell with swedged in copper tubes.
This is a big and powerful engine! She was under steam for
three hours. Some minor things to tweak, as with all steamers,
but Don was pleased with the first run. Nancy had the first ride
with Don, then Dick Ball ,Pat, and Dave. (bottom left)

photo by Dave Remington

Dick Ball is taking his newly acquired 3/4" tank engine around
the inner loop. Dick is learning the knack at small engine firing and is working to resolve some feed water issues. He'll
get this all in order over the winter months and be ready for
some big spring run days. This is another great find on our
favorite web page: Discover Live Steam. (above)

2010 Dues are due soon!
Please fill out the coupon and submit with your payment in a timely manner to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for
receiving your future Journal by email. For members using the engine house, rental payment and coupons must be received by
January 1, 2010 to keep your name on the engine house roster. Space is very limited in the engine house and the waiting list is
extremely long. Non payment for engine house rentals will remove your name and allow the next person in line to take your space.
In addition, engine house users are expected to actively participate in WLS work days or club duties. And, as usual, tax deductible
contributions are always welcomed!

cut here

2010 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street
Engine House
Rental
City, State, Zip
Contribution
Email
Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Engine House Rental 50.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due by January 1, 2010
Total
Enclosed
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2009 Annual Meet
The Annual Meet kicked off with the traditional annual
dinner at our favorite spot, the Coachman’s Lounge in
Bellingham. After a family style dinner was served to the 72
attendees, a special preview IMAX Film of the Rocky Mountain
Express by Steven Low was shown on an 8’ wide screen. The
20 minute preview was made especially for showing at MLS’s
75th Annual Meet. Fr. Jay made arrangements to have the
preview shown at WLS. The premier of the movie will be
planned for the winter of 2010. A slide presentation on WLS
annual facilities upgrades was also shown. Our Member of the
Year was Dick Ball. He was honored for outstanding service
and commitment to WLS. Dick takes charge of the projects
that he’s working on and finishes them in a very timely manner.
Among some of the notable projects were the fire hose system
along the track, finishing Page Station installation and countless
facility repairs. Tricia Dimond, daughter of the late George
Dimond, donated $400.00 to WLS from the four Dimond children. In addition, a $500.00 anonymous gift was given to WLS.
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Friday brought perfect weather and an usually large
public crowd. Many visiting engineers arrived from: Pioneer
Valley, Adirondacks, Finger Lakes, Long Island, New Jersey,
Montreal, Richmond Hill, and Pennsylvania. All the steaming
bays were in use and steam ruled the day. We had 31 steam
engines and 14 electric/gasoline models shown and running for
the day. Our cook tent was well manned and lots hot dogs and
hamburgers were served. Over 100 of the public attended.
Showers came in the late afternoon and all running came to
an end. The new engine house yard project lead by Bob
Newcombe, that was finished just in time, proved to be
very useful.
Saturday brought 3-4” of rain till about 4pm when skies
started to clear up. Our parking lot was flooded with more rain
than we have seen for a long time. Thankfully, Hurricane
Danny lost quite a bit steam as it was heading up the coast.
We were spared the high winds forecast. About 50 enthusiasts
were present and Jay Berry and the kids lead the way running
on the ground line with their new RS diesel model locomo-

Russ Page at the throttle of his Sara, pulling his newly acquired train. The caboose is beautifully crafted in teak. Passengers on
Russ’s train are all highly qualified model locomotive engineers and builders. These guys will really be watching the engineer’s
mainline skills. Russ is a full size steam locomotive engineer in real life.
cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) by
January 1, 2010 to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: WLS Treasurer
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tive. On the highline, Mark Toth from Golden Triangle Live
Steam had the whole track to himself. Both engines reported
very little slippage despite the steady rain. More engines
began to venture out on the rails when the rain tapered down
late in the day.
The track side dinner was served at 5pm. We had
ham & beans, corn on the cob, salad and blue berry pie. About
80 people enjoyed the dinner and many will look forward to
better run weather on Sunday. A handful of engines ran well
into the cool evening when the rain stopped. The big challenge
will be where to park all the cars on Sunday since 1/3 of our lot
is under water.
Sunday started with cool temps that soon turned into a
warm sunny day. Fr. Jay celebrated mass at the Hobo Hilton.
Locomotive activity picked up quickly as many of the engineers
wanted to get some run time in before their long trips home.
More engines arrived and there was abundant activity on the
groundline and less than the usual volume of engines on the
highline. About 300 of the public attended on Sunday and a
total of 41 steam engines and 17 gas/battery engines ran during the meet weekend. Treasurer Jim Abrams’s very innovative
idea of introducing WLS mugs, mouse pads, key chains and
Christmas ornaments did very well. Joan Raiano’s suggestion
of offering free coffee during the meet weekend to the coffee
mug purchasers was popular. It was great seeing Joan helping
at the cook tent, and a special thanks went out to Tony Raiano
for providing the corn. Jim Abrams’s 50/50 raffle administered
by Dan Connor was a huge success and hopes are that it will
become even bigger in the future. Don Ritchie’s name was
drawn as the 50/50 winner. Capt. Child’s old lathe was sold
along with many duplicate books from the WLS library generating more cash for the club. Peter MacMurrray of the Holliston
Historic society, again generously donated the use of their
kitchen facility to help in the preparation of the Saturday
night dinner.
We managed to get 2 nice days out of 3. It was a
safe and successful meet, although not as highly attended as
past years.

Mark Toth running his 3/4” scale Raritan built to Bill
Moorewood’s specifications. This model features the oversized
boiler and was later modified to have Stephenson reverse gear
replacing the original slip eccentric. Mark was one of the first
model engineers to make the valve gear retrofit when Joe
Tanski took over the Raritan castings. Mark’s riding car is in
the style of the English model engineers with forward facing
seating. The rain did not damped Mark’s spirits!
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Jay Berry is very resourceful to get the right rain protection as
he has the groundline to himself at the moment.

Dave Sclavi, along with his son are making a video of their run
at the WLS annual meet. Many onlookers are crowded under
the tent to view his Pennsylvania RR K4 #1361. Dave has
been documenting and posting his build process on the net. In
addition, Dave has posted numerous educational videos on
youtube.com about live steam.

Bill Shields running his newly built Allen Consolidation modeled
as a camelback. The build progress has been posted on the
internet during the past 3 years. Riding with him is our regular
WLS engine talk contributor, Jim Stewart. They both drove up
from Delaware to participate in our Annual Meet activities.

Waushakum Journal
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Dick Boucher’s Golden Spike Ceremony

The cool weather and rain did not stop the kids from having a
fun splash in Waushakum’s newly formed pond.

Howard Gorin’s trunk is full of new castings. We don’t think
these have anything to do with Nathan lubricators. Word has it
that Howard is onto to bigger stuff...Anybody interested in building in a 1.5” scale Consolidation? His castings are beautiful!

There’s a new addition to Dick Boucher’s back yard,
the Georgetown Rockpond & Western Railroad. The track is
two hundred eighty feet long and spent the last thirty years
in Byfield, Mass at the home of Charlie Purington, who
originally built it. Charlie and his wife are now in an assisted
living situation. Prior to that, Larry Urbanski, the President of
the Northeast Live Steamers asked about the disposition of the
track and suggested that it would fit in my yard. Charlie thought
that would be a great idea and so the move was made one
Saturday last May. When Charlie comes over for the
locomotive building group on Monday evening he always goes
out to the track and then comes into the shop remarking how
great it looks out there.
The track move took place on the Saturday of
Memorial Day weekend and the golden spike was on Memorial
Day. Prepping the track for the move consisted of cutting it
into 20 fourteen foot long sections. It was then loaded onto
Mike McClure's 20 foot trailer. The rails are 3/4” by 1/8” steel
slipped into slots in the ties so that was just a matter of pulling
the rails and reinserting them back into the slots when the track
sections were set up in my yard. No tedious gauging required.
The golden spike was among the 11 fellows who
helped in the move and we used a real gold spike that has
been used on Northeast tracks since Richard Symms’s track in
Beverly. It also traveled to Texas for the gold spike ceremony
at Nick Edwards’s track.
Dick tells us that he’s been doing a lot of shop work
this summer due to the lousy weather and Wayne Baker's
"Virginia" formerly owned by Dickie Bourinot should be
running around the track before the snow flies. It will be great
to see that little engine out at the track again. We have plenty
of scale size coal to fire it.

The pounding of the spike on Memorial Day 2009
Left to right Jay, Charlie Purington, Bea and Dick Boucher.
Lots of steam by visiting live steamers during Sunday.

2009 Neighborhood Appreciation Meet

A little rain is not stopping the fun at WLS pond. R/C model
Chris Craft is by Joe Cardelle. Many WLS builders were formerly RC model guys. We have enough to form an AMA club.

The meet was held on Sept. 27th, a drizzly Sunday.
A dismal weather forecast kept many members and neighbors
away. Turns out we had periods without rain during the day.
About 20 WLS members were present and equally that many
members of the neighborhood came to visit. Charlie Reynolds
had the only train running doing all the passenger hauling.
Many of the neighborhood people looked forward to this event.
It’s an opportunity that allows WLS to be a community leader
and to do something for all the neighborhood supporters that
helped WLS grow over the years. It’s too bad that the weather
was poor this year. Last year’s meet was rained out and there
was no re-scheduling due to full Fall calendars.
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Members hard at work

Dick Ball's work is never ending with
numerous loads of ballast to be added.
Track maintenance is especially hard work
during high heat and humidity days just
before the Annual Meet.

Bob Delisle is making sure the electric
switch mechanism on the mainline is functioning properly prior to the Annual Meet.
The unit is operated by AA batteries.

Our Wednesday work group is busy opening up the end of the
maintenance container to install a door for the lawn tractor.
The work was being done during the July heat.

Bill Gagne is performing some maintenance
chores in the steaming bay. He’s doin what
he does best...screwing around.

It's paint day at WLS. The crew is busy on the container maintenance shop with a fresh coat of cream color with maroon
trim. Our painters are Marc Arsenault, Chris Colby, Dave
Remington, Don Cornell, Bob Fogerty, and Paolo Roffo.

Calendar of Events
October Club Meeting
Harvey Fisher Fall Blow-down Meet
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
December Club Meeting
New Year’s Day Meet
January Club Meeting
(Officer election)
NEMES annual show
Bob, Art, Marc and Dick after making the opening. The sawzall
has got to be one of the best tools for WLS repairs. We think
Don C. is taking the picture this time.

Oct. 8, 2009
Oct. 18, 2009
Nov. 12, 2009
Dec. 10, 2009
Jan. 1, 2010
Jan. 14, 2010
Feb. 20, 2010

Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
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Big Steam ready to get under way. Chris Colby’s B&M Mountain, Dave Sclavi’s Pennsylvania RR K4 #1361,
and John Bortz’s NKP Berkshire #757 during Sunday at the 2009 Annual Meet. photo by Joe Ng
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